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Introduction

• Climate change impacts become highly visible affecting different aspects of
human society and ecosystem across the globe

• Nepal experienced direct impacts of climate change and is one of the most
vulnerable countries in the world

• Nepal government devised a number of policy instruments on climate change
with the objective of providing policy guidance to various levels and thematic
areas towards developing a resilient society by reducing the risk of climate
change impacts.

• Effective implementation of such instruments is a challenge due to various
limitations including lack of availability of integrated and reliable data



Introduction

• Climate change is one of the pressing issue of our time

• Our economic activities are  a critical driver of climate change 

• Climate change indicators are needed to understanding the relationship 
between economy and climate change

• Help to adopt and mitigate climate change impacts

• Help to promote accountability by forming the basis for policy targets & by 
informing how well policies are performing



Global Set of Climate Change Statistics and Indicators

• It will assist countries embarking on the development of climate change
statistics programmes by providing the scope and coverage as to what may be
considered relevant to climate change

• The most commonly applied indicators (Tier 1) from those that are less applied
(Tier 2) and those that require substantial methodological development to
become operational (Tier 3)

• The five policy areas of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change 
(Drivers, Impacts, Vulnerability , Mitigation, Adaptation)

• CBS has provided inputs to UNSD on global set of indicators in expert 
forum(online meeting)



Background
• CBS has been collaborating with United Nation’s Statistical Division to

provide input on the global set of climate change statistics and
indicators

• Building on this global set of indicators, CBS is working to contextualize
national level indicators

• The technical committee was formed within the chairmanship of
Deputy Director general (DDG) of then CBS. Various consultation with
the Technical committee and wider stakeholder were done during the
process. 6



Process for identification of climate change 
indicators
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Step 1: 
Exploration of 
UNSD's 
mandate and 
Nepal's baseline 

Step 2: : 
Identifying key 
indicators for 
climate change

Step 3: 
Exploration of 
data availability 
and sources

Step 4: 
Normalization 
and weightage 
of the indicators



Areas of climate change indicators

1. GHG sources or drivers
2. Climate change indicators: extreme events and climate-induced 

disasters
3. Impact/L&D from climate extreme events and climate induced 

disasters 
4. Exposure
5. Sensitivity
6. Adaptive capacity
7. Mitigation capacity

National set of climate change indicators has been divided into seven different areas 
according to the availability of data, and set of indicators developed by other 
stakeholders
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Out of 260 indicator, data of 150 indicator are available and while remaining 110 are meant to be 
generated by the relevant stakeholders.

SN Area Sub 
Area

No. of 
indicators

1 GHG sources or drivers 4 23
2 Climate change indicators: extreme events and climate-

induced disasters
1 25

3 Impact/L&D of climate extreme events and climate 
induced disasters

7 39

4 Exposure 6 26
5 Sensitivity 5 34
6 Adaptive capacity 8 84
7 Mitigation capacity 3 29

Total 32 260
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Annex: Data (1)
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• Code
• Indicators
• Source
• Data
• Remarks



Annex: Data (2)
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• Code
• Indicators
• Source
• Data
• Remarks



Major sources of data

• Governmental Organization and the data of the such organizations 

which are official statistics 

Examples: MoFE, MoHA, MoALD, MoF, MoEWRI, MoHP, FRTC, 

DNPWC, DoED, CBS, DHM, DoTM, DFRS, DoFSC, NDRRMA, 

DWRI, DoED, DoTM, DoR, NPC, NEA, AEPC, ICIMOD, UNEP
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The major outputs of this process 
• Understanding climate change drivers and root causes (GHG

emissions);
• Understanding climate change impacts in the major sectors, across 

ecological regions and geography, including loss and damage (both 
economic and non-economic loss and damage); 

• Understanding climate change risk and vulnerability in major 
sectors including cross-cutting sectors, seven provinces covering 
different geographic regions types;

• Understanding the adaptation and mitigation capacity and 
potentials. 
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Usefulness of Indicators
• Communication and awareness-raising purposes
• Integrating climate change indicators in development sectors
• Establishing a monitoring and reporting framework for the

implementation of NDC, LTS, NAP, and TNC
• Assisting science-based decision-making process.

The indicators proposed and used in this document are not all-inclusive or
exhaustive. As a result, these indicators will be updated based on what
has been learning and implementation.
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THANK YOU
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